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EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK

COMPLAINTS

Secretary General

Dear Sirs,

Unfortunately, we are forced to turn to you, although we may need at first to turn to you
but we, unfortunately for you and your participation in the present problem found out
yesterday (?!).

It’s about that your financial institution, 26 February 2008, received a request for a loan in
the amount of 50 million euros by the European Commission for the purposes of the
Public Enterprise “ELEKTROMREZA SERBIAN” (EMS) under reference number

which is a funding project with your signed on 12/06/2009 with the approval of
the first part in the amount of 25 million euros.

It is a project to build six electrical substations throughout Serbia in which is included the
construction of a new electrical substation “BELGRADE 20” with a new electric
transmission line 400 kV No. 451 “Belgrade 8 - Pancevo 2”.

On that occasion, the “EMS” submitted the necessary documentation to the whole project
received support and approval of the European Commission and to the whole project got
your fmancial support. However, and unfortunately, on this occasion is “EMS” deceive
the European Commission as well as the Bank because on a very shameful manner by
“EMS” planted old and outdated document they copied and certified under the new dates

These are as follows:

- basic planning document of this part of the project of construction of the electric
substation “BELGRADE 20” as well as the accession of a electric transmission line 400
kVNo. 451 “Belgrade 8 - Pancevo 2” was created back in 1987 and was made by order of
the City of Belgrade,

- then it was done and complete the preliminary and final design also by order of the City
of Belgrade,

On that occasion was creation of all the documents, recording the state of the field,
cadastral process and everything else funded and pay directly City Belgrade but then the
project is not implemented as it was not realized until now !!!

This situation has used by “EMS” and all old dokumentcaju ONLY rewrote and copied by
planting the new dates and falsely portraying like a newly created document based on
what you and approved present loan and where someone unlawfully took a large amount



of the same loan for allegedly creating documents that are only modified !!!

Please note that the decision of the then Government of the Republic of Serbia on
determining the “public interest expropriation of land” for the construction of a electric
station “BELGRADE 20” and the transmission line as a basic prerequisite for the
realization of the entire project in accordance with the laws and Constitution of the
Serbian which means that Serbian state subtracts land from private owners for the purpose
of building the substation “BELGRADE 20” and the electric line was made 11/06/2009
and that your Bank signed a loan agreement on 12/06/2009!

So absolutely clear that everything was done in ENTIRELY synchronized !!!

Previously discussed would not be a major problem because about that knowledge have
“EMS” and then the Government of Serbia but because of related period of building the
electric substation and the access line is linked precisely defmed clauses in the loan
agreement with your bank as well as the European Commission and associated with the
withdrawal of the second part of the loan of 25 million euros and what is the money on
which the Government of Serbia VERY MUCH CARE and all of these is why the “EMS”
and the Serbian government EXTREMELY rushing with the construction on field with
extremely cheeky and VIOLENT WAY IN THIS MOMENT !!!!

However, regarding the construction on the field there is a huge problem since the
documents from 1987 In no event no correspond to the actual situation on the ground in
2014 and the present situation after the past 27 years is extremely disappointing because
today the route construction access lines 400 kV No. 451 “Belgrade 8 - Pancevo 2” in the
suburban heritage (near Belgrade) Ritopek, Letane and Vinca which means part of the
route length of approximately 9 km have a totally different situation because:

- Transmission line route should pass on only 49 m from the largest primary school in
Serbia (Primary School “Nilcola Tesla” in Vinca - 2,500 students, was built in 1989 from
the state of Serbia ?!)

- Route of the transmission line should pass near the largest children kindergarten in
Serbia (kindergarten “Lane” in Vinca - over 400 children up to 6 years old, built in 1989
from the state of Serbia ?!)

- Transmission line route should pass directly over the roofs of more than 240 houses and
other buildings, shopping centers and the like (built with the knowledge and permits and
state authorities in the period from 1987 to today !!!) with example that on the the old
documents should be set pylons in a private courtyard in front of the entrances to
apartment buildings and the like?!

The entire project from 1987 to 2011, he was extremely well concealed from the public so
that people did not know about this ???!!!

So today, and even while we writing this letter, “EMS” forcefully and with the assistance
of Police build, regardless of the lives and health of people, especially children with very
strong opposition from citizens, but

Vulnerable citizens through their representatives in back of 3 years in a variety of ways
managed to obtain all the documents which show:

- All documents are illegal,

- All documents are outdated,



- No document correspond to the actual reality on the ground in these moment,

- IN THE DOCUMENTS on which they build DO NOT INCLUDE AND ARE NOT
INTRODUCED ENVIRONMENTAL AND THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN HEALTH
and PROTECTION HEALTH OF WOMEN AND SPECIAL SHILDREN

ALL TOGETHER TERRIBLY !!!

Citizens through their representatives was run all the laws and the Constitution of Serbia
prescribed procedures but with complete disregard for Serbian institutions, citizens have
many times addressed to all Serbian state institutions with complete disregard including
countless addressing the Government of the Republic of Serbia, the Prime Minister Mr.
Aleksandar Vucic personally and even the President of the Republic of Serbia, Mr.
Nilcolic but with complete disregard !!!

We approached the office of the European Commission in Belgrade, the United Nations,
UNICEF and etc., but to no avail !!!

Our only legal requirement is to stop construction on the old document of transmission
lines to relocate for which there are very good conditions on the ground and for which
there are statutory planning documents laws adopted in 2008 and 2009, which are in
accordance with the laws Serbia but which in this situation is completely ignored, with the
fact that our cry nobody wants to hear because “EMS” and the Government of the
Republic of Serbia have no fmancial and do not have time and because of that they
pushing everything on this terrible way to meet the requirements of your bank and to
achieve a condition of development, and to take other additional of 25 million euro !!!

TERRIFING SITUATIONS FOR OVER OF 4.000 SERBIAN CITIZENS and generations
of children yet to come whose health and lives consciously sacrifice for the money which
is largely already flowed into private pockets - ALL OF THIS is only one word shameful
HORROR For Serbia, for all of Europe and the for all of World !!!

Since you are European financial institution who have in program to promote the
protection of human rights, promoting environmental obligations, we are sure that you
CAN NOT ALLOW WITH YOUR MONEY destroyed YOUTH of SERB IAN or any
country in the world lilce here present violent and brazen illegal construction wich youth
was sentenced to pain, suffering and disease with evident destroyed huge value PRIVATE
PROPERTY and we are SURE that YOU CAN HELP to THE innocent CITIZENS OF
SERBIAN with URGENT-NOW Impact on “EMS” and the Government of the Republic
of Serbia to the immediately TERMINATION OF THIS shameful bullying ILLEGAL
CONSTRUCTION of the transmission line and to fmd additional funds (this is a small
amount!) and the time to move to another location out settlements, outside the area of
school and outside the area of children’s nursery, but this time everything must be done
transparently with the participation of the citizens of Serbia and with the your direct
supervision and the supervision of European Commission to use only fair and lawful way
in which citizens willing to use their knowledge and within their capabilities directly assist
and help in the implementation here proposed !!

Citizens are ready to provide all necessary documentation (in Serbian language) and their
representatives can help and explain everything in detail because the Government of the
Republic of Serbia and especially “EMS” fabricate and not telling the truth because
Serbia, unfortunately, is the country in which the law does not function and vulnerable
citizens are invited you and Bank representatives to be their guests as much as
needed (without knowledge “EMS”) on expense of vulnerable citizens to see



everything directly on the ground with a tour of the school, and the children’s
nursery, and insight into all the present but true not false documents and with the
now of development of the route with direct contact and conversation with
vulnerable citizens !!!

Please do not mind of our bad English language with the hope that we can understand each
other and with our hope that you will understand this letter as a cry of over 4,000
vulnerable people who pray and beg you to help them for only and to just relocation of the
electric transmission line 400 kV NUIvifiER 451 “Belgrade 8 - Pancevo 2 ‘in out of the
settlement Ritopek, Leizane and Vinca (only about 9 lan route?!) for the sake of
generations and generations YOUTH SERBIAN - we do not ask any more, but we are
sure not impossible, is not it?!

THANK YOU in advance for your understanding as well as your URGENT (NOW !!!)
taken steps and what we expect to notify us immediately and we inform your that we on
the same day as we inform your Bank, we informed the cabinet of the President of the
European Commission, Mr. Jose Manuel Barroso,

WITH RESPECT, CORDIALLY

representative of the vulnerable groups of citizens

Serbia

Belgrade

Tel.

e-mail:

legal counsel of the vulnerable groups of citizens

Serbia

Belgrade

Tel.: I

or


